Evaluation of optical properties and chemical structure changes in enzymatic hydrolysis lignin during heat treatment†
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Heat treatment is an excellent method of improving the properties of wood. Study of the physical and chemical changes of lignin during heat treatment is essential for expanding the application areas based on new properties. In this study, we investigated the degradation behavior of enzymatic hydrolysis lignin (EHL) heat treated at different temperatures (180 °C, 200 °C, and 220 °C) and for different durations (2 h and 4 h). The optical property changes of EHL before and after heat treatment were investigated by measuring color and UV–Vis absorbance changes. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to characterize the chemical modifications resulting from heat treatment. Mass spectrometry (MS) was used to elucidate the variation of the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios of ions produced by EHL during heat treatment. These experimental results indicate that both the EHL mass loss percentages and chromatic aberration exhibited an increase with increasing temperature and duration of heat treatment.

In contrast, the UV–Vis absorbance, most of the FTIR absorption peaks, and the m/z values of EHL showed a decreasing trend. It was found that the color change of lignin was not the major cause of wood discoloration during heat treatment. The better resistance of the heat treated wood toward solar radiation was attributed to the lower UV absorption of post-treatment lignin.

Introduction

Wood heat treatment has become an attractive way to increase the durability and service life of non-naturally durable species leading to industrial applications.1 Furthermore, heat treatment can enhance dimensional stability and change the equilibrium moisture content and chemical structure. Heat treatment consists of a wood torrefaction at temperatures ranging from 160 °C to 250 °C, performed in an oxygen-poor atmosphere to avoid wood combustion. This process has a low environmental impact, heat is introduced in the treatment system, and smoke issued from the thermal degradation of wood can be retrieved, condensed, and purified.2 Under high-temperature conditions, a series of complex chemical reactions, such as degradation and condensation, take place in the cell wall of the wood.3 The main constituents of wood cell walls are hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin. Hemicellulose degrades easily at lower temperatures and in a shorter duration relative to the other macromolecular components.4,5 The degradation starts by deacetylation, and the released acetic acid acts as a depolymerization catalyst that further increases polysaccharide decomposition.6 Cellulose exhibits a higher resistance to thermal degradation in comparison to hemicellulose, and its crystallites do not decompose until 300 °C, but are completely decomposed at 340 °C. However, amorphous cellulose does degrade in the heat treatment process, which results in a decrease accessibility of hydroxyl groups to water molecules,7,9 which contributes to a decrease of equilibrium moisture content, in addition to the major effect caused by the degradation of hemicellulose. Lignin is the most stable polymeric material against thermal degradation. Heat-treated wood of spruce, fir and poplar showed a higher content of lignin than untreated wood. However, some thermal degradation of lignin can start at the beginning of the treatment and the changes in lignin have been found to be dependent upon the temperature and duration of the treatment, albeit at a lower rate than polysaccharides.5,10 Since the mechanisms of the chemical reactions that occur during thermal degradation of wood are unknown, a thorough investigation of the changes in the optical properties...
and chemical structure of pure lignin during the process of heat treatment is necessary.

Lignin is the second most abundant plant biopolymer on earth after cellulose, accounting for 25–30% of lignocellulose.\textsuperscript{11,12} Lignin is a random and complex polymer composed of phenylpropanoid units. It is an amorphous polymer and units are linked by different linkages.\textsuperscript{13} Lignin plays an important role in the plant cell by providing structural support, plant fibers binding, impermeability, and resistance against microbial attacks.\textsuperscript{14,15} Lignin contains many chromophores and has an aromatic structure that absorbs sunlight, especially in the UV region. Approximately 80–95% of UV light incident on wood surface is absorbed by lignin, and it is therefore easily decomposed by photo-oxidative processes.\textsuperscript{16,17} Wood heat treatment was reported as a significant protective method to ensure color stabilization of wood surface during weathering.\textsuperscript{18,19} However, the question of how heat treatment improves the color stability of wood requires clarification. A possible hypothesis is that the thermal degradation product of lignin is more stable than the untreated form when exposed to sunlight.

The objective of this study was to determine the evolution of the optical properties and chemical structure of lignin during heat treatment. Enzymatic hydrolysis lignin (EHL) extracted from hardwood was treated at different temperatures for several hours. Optical changes of the EHL before and after heat treatment were investigated by measuring color and UV-Vis absorbance. Changes to the functional groups of EHL were investigated by measuring color and UV-Vis absorbance. Finally, the mass-to-charge ($m/z$) ratios of lignin-derived ions were measured by Mass Spectrometry (MS).

## Experimental

### Materials

EHL with hydroxyl group content of 1.87 mmol g$^{-1}$ (including 0.26 mmol g$^{-1}$ aliphatic-hydroxyl and 1.61 mmol g$^{-1}$ phenolic-hydroxyl) and Kason lignin content of 84.91%, was obtained from Hong Kong Laihe Biotechnology Co., Ltd. It dissolved well in $N,N$-dimethyl formamide (DMF) and tetrahydrofuran (THF). Prior to heat treatment, EHL was dried at 65°C for 12 h and preserved in a refrigerator with 3–5°C and dry atmosphere.

Enzymatic hydrolysis lignin wafers (EHLWs) were obtained by tablet machine, which were used 0.2 g EHL to form and prepared to observe the change in color and mass loss of EHL after heat treatment. Preparation of EHLWs was under pressure of 30 MPa for 3 min.

### Heat treatment

EHL and EHLWs were heat treatment at 180°C, 200°C, and 220°C for either 2 h or 4 h in a modified dry oven connected to a water vapor supply system. The specific heat treatment parameters are presented in Table 1. Samples after heat treatment were naturally cooled and subsequently dried at 65°C to constant weight, then weighed ($m_i$). The percentage of mass loss was calculated according to eqn (1):

$$M_i = \frac{m_0 - m_1}{m_0} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $m_0$ and $m_1$ are the weights of the EHLW measured pre- and post-heat treatment, respectively.

### Color measurement

Preparation of EHLWs was convenient for color measurement. Three measurements at precisely defined points on the EHLWs surface were carried out with Konica Minolta CR-10 instrument (Japan). Chromatic coordinates $L^*, a^*, b^*$ of the CIELAB color system were measured according to ASTM E1347.\textsuperscript{20} Color differences $\Delta E$ were calculated according to eqn (2)

$$\Delta E = \sqrt{(L_1^* - L_0^*)^2 + (a_1^* - a_0^*)^2 + (b_1^* - b_0^*)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $L_0^*, a_0^*, b_0^*$ and $L_1^*, a_1^*, b_1^*$ are respectively the EHLWs chromatic coordinates pre- and post-heat treatment.

### Spectroscopic analysis

The UV-Vis spectra of EHL samples were obtained using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV-2401 PC, Japan). EHL samples were dissolved in DMF with concentration of 0.033 mg g$^{-1}$, the samples were scanned for wavelengths of 200–700 nm in increments of 1 nm and middle speed.

### FTIR analysis

FTIR spectra were recorded using an FTIR spectrophotometer (Nicolet iS10, USA) in the absorbance mode over frequencies of 4000–400 cm$^{-1}$, a KBr pellet was employed during the process. EHL was mixed with KBr in a weight ratio of approximately 1 : 80. Pellets of this mixture were formed at the same pressure and same treatment time.

### MS analysis

Samples were ionized using electrospray ionization (ESI) in positive ion mode. Mass spectra were recorded using a solanX 70 FT-MS instrument (Bruker Daltonics, USA) equipped with an infinity cell. The solvent for samples was dichloromethane. Prior to detection, dissolved samples were filtered through a 0.22 μm microporous membrane. For the full scan spectrum, 100 individual transients were collected and co-added to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio ($S/N$). The acquired mass spectra were analyzed using DataAnalysis 4.0 (Bruker). The full

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Time (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scan mass spectra were internally calibrated using a series of homologous compounds in the $m/z$ range 50 through 2000.

**Results and discussions**

**Percentages of mass loss of EHLWs after heat treatment**

The mass loss of wood is one of the most important features in heat treatment and is commonly referred to as an indicator of the quality of heat treatment wood. Mass loss ratio of EHLWs treated at different temperatures and durations are presented in Fig. 1. The mass loss ratio increased with increasing temperature and duration of heat treatment. EHLW treated at 180 °C for 2 h (sample B) has shown the smallest mass loss (2.4%), and the values rose to 3.4% and 5.0% when the temperature was increased to 200 °C and 220 °C, respectively. Sample G, treated at 220 °C for 4 h has presented largest mass loss (6.4%) followed by sample E (4.2%) and sample C (3.0%). The mass loss ratio of the groups treated for 4 h increased by 25.8% than that of the groups treated for 2 h. The results of the one-way ANOVA found that there existed significant differences between the groups heated at different temperatures and durations ($P < 0.05$). The results obtained from heat treatment of lignin were similar to those from wood heat treatment, which demonstrated that the temperature and duration of heat treatment are important factors that influence the mass loss of wood. The mass loss of EHLW was mainly due to the degradation of EHL, associates with degradation of lignin-carbohydrate complex.

**Color of EHLWs**

Heat treatment results in the degradation of lignin, which affects the appearance of the EHLW in the form of color changes. Overall color modulus differences ($\Delta E$) of the EHLWs are shown in Fig. 2. The smallest values of $\Delta E$ were obtained for samples B (0.22) and C (0.27) which give a better overall color stabilization than that of EHLWs treated with higher temperatures. Higher values were obtained for samples D (0.40) and E (0.60), while sample G has shown the highest of $\Delta E$ (0.97). An increasing trend in $\Delta E$ was observed with increasing temperature and duration of heat treatment, and the results of statistical data analysis indicate significant differences among EHLWs treated at different temperatures. The EHLWs treated at 180 °C exhibited a smaller color change, revealing that transformations of the chromophoric groups of lignin did not occur frequently at these temperatures. Overall, the chromatic aberration values of all samples were small ($\Delta E$ of lignin < 1), while that of Japanese cedar wood treated at a temperature of 210 °C for 4 h was 22.6, it indicated the color change of wood during heat treatment was not attributable to lignin degradation. A similar conclusion was deduced in the studied of Sehlstedt-Persson, Sundqvist, and McDonald. They claim that the darker shade of wood after heat treatment was given by the production of colored degradation products from hemicelluloses and extractives components. Hemicelluloses are the first structural compounds to be affected by heat, and can degrade even at low temperatures. However, a number of previous studies believed degradation of lignin may be the major reason for the color change. The ß-O-4 cleaved significantly during heat treatment formed free hydroxyl group, and lignin was susceptible to oxidation. The results of the current experiments support the conclusion that lignin is not the major cause of wood discoloration during heat treatment.

**UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis of EHL**

Fig. 3 shows the pre- and post-heat treatment UV-Vis spectra of the EHL samples. All the spectra exhibited low absorbance over the entire visible region, with absorption values in the 0.004–0.203 range. The absorbance of EHL increases sharply to values of 0.399–0.898 (peak value), and the absorption peak appear at approximately 287. The highest peak value of 0.898 was shown by sample A prior to heat treatment, followed by samples B (0.863) and C (0.851). The smallest absorbance peak was obtained for sample G (0.399). Furthermore, a negative correlation between the peak value and the temperature or duration of heat treatment was observed. This reveals that heat treatment resulted in the degradation of EHL, and that the cleavage of...
aromatic structure units had a detrimental effect on absorption of UV light. The results could also be used to explain the phenomenon that the color stability of heat treated wood is better than that of wood without treatment during weathering. The better resistance of heat treatment wood to solar radiation can be attributed to the less attack of lignin. A part of lignin molecule structure changed during heat treatment, which caused the decline of lignin UV absorption.

Only small differences were found in the peak values among samples A–C. It illustrates that the degree of degradation of samples B and C was low when heated at a temperature of 180 °C. The higher treatment temperature showed the lower absorption in the UV region. However, the latter samples exhibited higher absorption in the visible region, especially at higher wavelengths, which also reflected the color change after heat treatment. The small change in absorption in the visible region further confirms lignin degradation is not the major course for wood discoloration during heat treatment.

**Interpretation of the FTIR spectra of EHL**

Fig. 4 illustrates the functional groups changes of EHL due to heat treatment. Overall, the FTIR analysis confirms that lignin is sensitive to heat treatment. The peaks between 800 and 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) represent typical lignin structure. A decreasing intensity is observed in the absorption peaks located at 1701 cm\(^{-1}\), 1514 cm\(^{-1}\), 1463 cm\(^{-1}\), 1425 cm\(^{-1}\), 1329 cm\(^{-1}\), 1033 cm\(^{-1}\), and 835 cm\(^{-1}\) with increasing temperature and duration of heat treatment. The decrease at 1701 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates the amount of uncondensed carbonyl groups in ketone or aldehyde groups is gradually reduced. The aromatic skeleton vibration in lignin occurs at 1514 cm\(^{-1}\), 1463 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1425 cm\(^{-1}\). The decline of those absorption peaks reveals the degradation of the aromatic structure. The change at 1328 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1119 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates the dissociation of the syringyl (S) unit of lignin, while changes at 835 cm\(^{-1}\) represents the reduction in the amount of out of plane C–H at C2 and C6 positions in the S unit, as well as in all positions of the p-hydroxy phenylpropane (H) unit. The decrease at 1150 cm\(^{-1}\) is characteristic of the instability of the lignin ester linkage when treated with high temperature. Most of the absorption peaks exhibit a decrease with increasing heat treatment temperature and duration. However, the peak at 1173 cm\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to the conjugated ester-based C=O stretching vibration and is characteristic of HGS-lignin (G: guaiacyl), showed a slight increase. This implies that the lignin underwent a partial oxidation reaction during heat treatment with the aid of water vapor. Overall, the FTIR spectra indicate obvious changes of the EHL chemical structure taking place during heat treatment, especially at 200 °C and 220 °C.

**Mass spectrum analysis of EHL**

In order to further understand the behavior of lignin degradation during heat treatment, the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios of ions created by lignin were investigated by MS. The mass spectra of lignin with and without heat treatment (Fig. 5) show a dramatic transformation of the molecular structure after heat treatment. The mass spectra of the control sample contained 200 peaks ranging from m/z 99.6–1902.1 (peaks at m/z 1010.5, 1274.3, and 1902.1 which have low intensity, are not displayed in order to better depict the other peaks). The peaks at m/z 877.6 and 979.6 of sample B show a rapid decrease, while peaks at m/z 1010.5, 1274.3, and 1902.1 completely disappear. These results can be attributed to the degradation of the macromolecular compounds, while a noticeable increase of the peaks at m/z 215.1 and 317.1 demonstrate the process by which the macromolecular compounds are pyrolyzed into lower molecular weight compounds. With the temperature rising to 200 °C, fragmentation of sample D at the m/z peaks 877.5 triggered the increase of the peak at m/z 407.2. In addition, a marked decrease of the peaks at m/z 215.1 and 317.1 were observed, while the peaks at m/z 215.1, 317.1 and 407.2 widened. Besides, one can be also find that a further decrease of the peaks at m/z 215.1, 317.1 and 407.2 of sample F, implying that smaller molecules were produced with the temperature rose to 220 °C. Those results illustrate that lignin was degrading continuously...
with rising temperature. Similar results are also observed in samples A, C, E, and G, which were treated at 180 °C, 200 °C, and 220 °C for 4 h. Compared with sample B, the peak at m/z 877.6 of sample C almost disappeared, while the peaks at m/z 215.1, 317.1 and 407.2 increased with the treatment duration prolonged. With continued increase of the duration of heat treatment, the peak at m/z 407.2 of sample E noticeably decreased compared with sample D at the treatment temperature of 200 °C, whereas the reverse was observed for the peaks at m/z 215.1 and 317.1. Sample G showed the smallest and broadest peaks at m/z 215.1, 317.1, and 407.2. The above results again confirm that the duration of heat treatment was a major factor determining the degree of lignin degradation. Peaks less than m/z 78 were difficult to detect, this is possibly on account of the low ionization energy of the benzene ring, which makes it difficult to degrade.34,35

Conclusions

The widespread application of wood heat treatment products exhibit a good properties in dimensional stability, change equilibrium moisture content and chemicals structure, it also requires the recycling of this natural polymer from plants, which in turn necessitates detailed knowledge on the exact chemical structure and optical properties of the lignin after heat treatment wood, including the functional groups transformations of lignin during heat treatment and the anti-discoloration mechanism of lignin in heat treatment wood when exposed to solar radiation. In this study, EHL was used to investigate the effects of heat treatment temperature and duration on the structure and optical properties of lignin. Heat treatment temperature and duration are important factors that influence mass loss, color, UV absorption, and molecular structure of lignin. A positive correlation between certain properties (mass loss and color) of lignin and heat treatment temperature or duration was noticed, whereas a negative relationship was observed with regard to UV absorption. The molecular structure of lignin also changed with increasing temperature or duration of heat treatment. It was determined that the color change due to lignin is not the major cause of wood discoloration during heat treatment. The better resistance of heat treated wood to solar radiation was attributed to the less UV attack of lignin, which is a result of transformations of lignin molecular structure during heat treatment that reduces UV absorption. Heat treatment also resulted in fragmentation of the lignin molecules, accelerating the process where macromolecules were decomposed into lower-molecular weight compounds.
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Fig. 5 Mass spectrum of EHL pre- and post-heat treatment.


